TRUMP IGNORANT OF
Art II – Natural Born Citizen Clause

Sept 22, 2016 – Statement of EDWARD C NOONAN, 2016 Presidential Candidate:

salon.com referred today on Trump's statement of a couple of days ago that said, "President Barack Obama was born in the United States, Period!"

Then salon.com commented on another statement, made today by Trump:

“Before his rally in Toledo on Wednesday, the Republican presidential nominee — who was over an hour late — answered just three questions from a reporter from Columbus, Ohio-based ABC affiliate, WSYX.

Asked “what changed?” with respect to his position on Obama’s citizenship, the longtime birther confessed it wasn’t necessarily a change of heart so much as a priorities shift.

“Well, I just wanted to get on with — I wanted to get on with the campaign,” Trump said. “A lot of people were asking me questions,” he said.”

The American Resistance Party states that Salon.com, Trump and the entire news media seems to be totally ignorant of the whole question regarding Soetoro’s (aka BHO) ineligibility for the office of POTUS.

1) Soetoro claims to have had dual citizenship. (Which is not authorized in the U.S. Constitution). He got his foreign citizenship from his foreign-national father (Kenyan citizen). Soetoro was also a citizen of Indonesia (see school records). To be natural born, one cannot be a citizen of an alien country.

2) Two of Soetoro’s fathers (one birthfather, one adopted father) were NOT citizens of the United States. To be natural born, one cannot have an alien father.
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